Q3000

Lucci e Orlandini

Technical features
Table and chair system with 2 or 3 working station, with fixed or tip-up writing table, that can be
arranged in straight rows.

Structure
Metal structures with black RAL 9005 or silver epoxy-polyester powder paint.
Foot in 60x30x2 mm oval tubes, suitable for floor fixing.
Columns in 90x30x2 mm oval tube.
Column connecting bar in 80x40x3 mm rectangular tube.
Seat support in sheet metal.

Backrest panel
In steel sheet, available in the following solutions:
- perforated sheet metal.
- sheet metal with insert in beech, eucalyptus, oak or grey oak HPL laminate.
- sheet metal with multi-layer support, upholstered.
Painted plywood backrest panel with beech, eucalyptus, oak or grey oak finishes on demand.

Tip-up seat
Seatwith automatic return.
Beech, eucalyptus, oak or grey oak HPL laminate seat with fibre support.
Seat with multi-layer support, upholstered.
Painted plywood seat with beech, eucalyptus, oak or grey oak finishes on demand.

Tip-up writing table
Single position table with anti-panic drop system.
Tip-up mechanism in polyamide with soundproof rubber sheath, rotation system on chromed tubular
bar.
HPL bi-laminate top, ABS edges with rounded corners.
Dimensions: 460x300 mm, 14 mm thick. (increased depth top also available on demand)
Surface finish: beech, eucalyptus, oak, grey oak or black HPL laminate top
Balance: black laminate
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Fixed writing table
Fixed table with 2 or 3 working stations.
HPL bi-laminate top, ABS edges with rounded corners.
2 working station top dimensions: 990x300 mm, 27 mm thick.
3 working station top dimensions: 1500x300 mm, 27 mm thick.
Surface finish: beech, eucalyptus, oak, grey oak or black HPL laminate top.
Balance: black laminate.
Increased depth top also available on demand.

Accessories
Seat numbering element.
Row identification element.
Storage rack painted in semi-matt silver or semi-matt black RAL 9005.
Provision for electric power supply and data cables (socket on demand).
Anti-tilt foot with register.

Tested according to European standards
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